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Summary  
 
Post offices have always been particularly important for rural communities. But 
in the context of declining mail use and dramatic growth in digital 
communications, what role do they play today? And do people in rural areas use 
post offices differently to people based in urban areas?   
 
This briefing note draws on a survey of over 800 rural residents and over 250 
small businesses. Although almost all rural residents and businesses use post 
offices, people in rural areas are visiting post offices less frequently than they 
did a decade ago (31% visit at least once a week, compared to 56% in 2005). Our 
research shows: 
 

● Rural consumers still use post offices significantly more often than 
urban consumers and they are more likely to use many of the 
services offered. Rural residents make greater use of mail services 
including buying stamps and sending parcels, for example. Post offices in 
rural areas are also used much more for cash withdrawals (24% of rural 
consumers, 19% in urban areas).  

● Post offices remain embedded in rural life, providing a range of 
community and retail services. These include offering local information, 
informal support and a place for meeting fellow residents. 7 in 10 rural 
consumers buy essential items like groceries and food at post offices. 

● Rural small businesses rely on post offices more than their urban 
counterparts. Rural businesses make more use of postal and banking 
services in particular. And the current breadth of the post office network 
helps their bottom line: 71% of rural small businesses say that without 
their local post office, their costs for accessing services would rise. 

● The more rural a community, the more important its post office. 6 in 
10 remote rural residents describe the Post Office as ‘very’ or ‘extremely’ 
important to them. They withdraw cash most frequently, are more likely 
to buy retail goods and make most use of community services.  
 

The Post Office has a requirement to provide branches in all parts of the UK in 
line with national access criteria set by government, and to date the government 
has protected rural post offices. Our research confirms the particular 
importance of post offices to rural consumers and businesses. It is vital that the 
government and Post Office Ltd continue to maintain the number of rural post 
offices and ensure they retain their wide range of services.   
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Introduction 
 
The post office network is a crucial access point to the public postal service.  1

Post offices also deliver other essential services to citizens, including banking 
services, access to benefits, bill payment and a range of central and local 
government services. Post offices have long played particularly critical roles in 
rural areas, frequently described as ‘lifeline’ and ‘essential to the vitality of the 
local community’.  2

 
But post offices - and the ways in which individuals and small businesses use 
them - have undergone very considerable change in recent years. These changes 
reflect the enormous social, economic and technological developments within 
wider society. A range of factors including the increasing digitisation of 
communications and transactions, pressure on local retail and ongoing bank 
branch closures are likely to continue to have a significant impact on service 
provision.  
 
With an older population and often less choice in service providers, rural 
residents and businesses may be disproportionately affected by these changes. 
The post office network with its extensive geographic coverage, is key in 
providing services in rural and remote areas.  
 
However, the network has been loss-making since 2000, and in order to 
maintain its size and financial viability, the Post Office is undergoing a major 
transformation programme, which involves converting traditional branches into 
new operating models. Many smaller post offices are being integrated into retail 
premises where they operate for longer opening hours but with a slightly 
reduced range of services. In addition, the government has committed to 
‘safeguard the post office network, to protect existing rural services’  and 3

provides a Community Branch Fund to strengthen branches that may be the last 
shop in the village serving small, often remote, communities .  4

 
As the statutory watchdog for postal consumers, it is our role to monitor matters 
relating to post office numbers and location. We have particular responsibilities 
regarding the interests of more vulnerable consumers, including those in rural 
areas. With the post office transformation programme approaching its 
conclusion, in this briefing note we look at how consumers and small businesses 
in rural areas are currently using post offices, and the value they place on them.  5

1  Royal Mail, Universal Service Obligation 
2  Business and Enterprise Committee, Post Offices - securing their future, 2009 
3https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/manifesto2017/Manifesto2017.pdf 
4  https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2013-11-27/debates/13112751000003/PostOffice 
5  Unless otherwise referenced, the figures quoted in this report are from Accent/Citizens Advice, 
Use of Essential Services Traditionally Provided at Post Offices, June 2017. See Appendix.  
In the report, we use the term ‘consumer’ to refer to citizens (not businesses).  

3 

http://www.royalmailgroup.com/about-us/regulation/how-were-regulated/universal-service-obligation
https://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200809/cmselect/cmberr/371/371i.pdf
https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/manifesto2017/Manifesto2017.pdf
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2013-11-27/debates/13112751000003/PostOffice
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/Global/CitizensAdvice/campaigns/Post/Use%20of%20Essential%20Services%20Traditionally%20Provided%20at%20Post%20Offices.pdf


 

1. Post offices have a unique reach in 
rural areas 
 
There are significant differences in the ways rural and urban post offices are 
used.  This is partly for geographical reasons - rural areas are more sparsely 6

populated and less well provided with services than urban areas. But it is also 
because rural and urban demographics are distinct. 
 

Rural post offices have unparalleled coverage 
There are around 11,600 post offices in the UK, with a unique reach across all 
parts of the country. Rural areas are particularly well-served by post offices, and 
over half (55%) of the UK’s branches are rural.   7

 
98.7% of the rural population is within 3 miles of a post office. This exceeds 
government access criteria that require Post Office Ltd (POL) to ensure 95% of 
the rural population is within 3 miles of a post office. There is a further 
requirement that 95% of the population of every postcode district is within 6 
miles of their nearest post office, to ensure a minimum level of access for those 
based in remote rural areas.  8

 
The Post Office also has to report on accessibility for particular groups of 
consumers, including small businesses, lower income consumers, older people 
and those with disabilities. In 2016, well over 99% of all of these groups were 
within 3 miles of a Post Office branch. However, ease of use of a post office in 
practice, particularly in remote areas, often depends on access to transport as 
well as direct distance.  9

 

There are fewer alternative services in rural areas 
In many rural and remote areas, post offices are especially important because of 
the decline in availability of local alternatives providing these services. The 
number of bank branches has fallen sharply , and some have particular 10

concerns about the impact on small businesses in rural areas . More widely, 11

closures of other services such as pubs  and shops  have also affected rural 12 13

6  Throughout this report we use the Office for National Statistics (ONS) definitions for urban, 
rural and remote rural areas. See Citizens Advice, Use of Essential Services Traditionally Provided 
at Post Offices, 2017 (Appendix A).  
7  Post Office Ltd, Network Report 2016 
8  BIS, Securing the Post Office Network in the Digital Age, 2010. Our independent analysis 
confirms the access criteria were being met in 2017, Citizens Advice, Access All Areas?, 2017. 
9  This issue is explored further Citizens Advice, Access All Areas?, 2017  
10  From 20,583 in 1998 to 8,837 in 2012, with a further 1,000 branches closing 2012-2016. (House 
of Commons Library, Bank Branch Closures, 2016) 
11  Federation of Small Businesses, Locked Out, 2016 
12  The Campaign for Real Ale reports 21 pub closures a week in 2016, of which just under half 
were in rural areas.  

4 

https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/Global/CitizensAdvice/campaigns/Post/Use%20of%20Essential%20Services%20Traditionally%20Provided%20at%20Post%20Offices.pdf
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/Global/CitizensAdvice/campaigns/Post/Use%20of%20Essential%20Services%20Traditionally%20Provided%20at%20Post%20Offices.pdf
http://corporate.postoffice.co.uk/sites/default/files/networkreport2016.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/31809/10-1260-securing-the-post-office-network.pdf
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/about-us/policy/policy-research-topics/post-policy-research-and-consultation-responses/post-policy-research/access-all-areas/
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/about-us/policy/policy-research-topics/post-policy-research-and-consultation-responses/post-policy-research/access-all-areas/
http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/SN00385
http://www.fsb.org.uk/docs/default-source/fsb-org-uk/fsb-bank-branch-closures-(final).pdf?sfvrsn=0
http://www.camra.org.uk/kc2-pub-protection


 

areas, especially where alternatives are distant. 
 
Bank and other service closures are driven partly by the changing use of 
technology. While many consumers in rural areas do use the internet to access 
services, there are also both physical and behavioural barriers to replacing face 
to face counter services completely: 

● Broadband speeds are generally inferior in rural areas  14

● Older people are less like to use the internet: 78% of those aged 
65-74 are online, but only 41% of over 75s.    15

 

Rural population is different to urban population 
Whilst 17% of the UK’s population live in rural areas,  the rural population is not 16

evenly distributed throughout the country. For example, only 1% of the 
population of England live in remote rural areas compared to 6% in Scotland.   17

 

The population of rural areas is significantly older than that in urban areas. For 
instance in rural areas in England, 24% of the population is aged 65 or over, but 
in urban areas only 16% are aged 65 or over.  This rises to 28% in remote areas 18

of England. However, in the majority of cases where there is a difference in the 
way post offices are used in rural and urban areas, this is due to rurality rather 
than age. 
 
 

 

 

 
   

13  The Rural Shops Alliance estimates 2,500 village shop closures in the decade to 2014. 
14  House of Commons Library, Superfast Broadband Coverage in the UK, 2017 
15  99% of adults under the age of 34 use the internet. 
www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/itandinternetindustry/bulletins/internetusers/2017 
16  data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.RUR.TOTL.ZS 
17www.gov.uk/government/publications/rural-population-and-migration/rural-population-20141
5 
www.gov.scot/Publications/2011/09/29133747/2 
18 
www.gov.uk/government/publications/rural-population-and-migration/rural-population-201415 

5 

https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/social-enterprise-blog/community-shops-big-business
http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/SN06643
http://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/itandinternetindustry/bulletins/internetusers/2017
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.RUR.TOTL.ZS
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/rural-population-and-migration/rural-population-201415
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/rural-population-and-migration/rural-population-201415
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2011/09/29133747/2
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/rural-population-and-migration/rural-population-201415


 

2. Rural consumers visit post offices 
more frequently  
 

Almost everybody uses a post office at some time, but rural consumers are 
slightly more likely to use post offices than urban residents. 98% of rural 
consumers ever use post offices (compared with 97% of urban consumers). 
People based in rural areas also use post offices more frequently. In both rural 
and urban areas consumers say that localness or proximity is the most 
important reason why they choose to use key services at post offices.   19

 

Rural residents use post offices more often 
Rural residents use post offices more often than those in urban areas. Whilst 
nearly 1 in 3 (31%) rural residents uses a post office at least weekly, in urban 
areas only 1 in 5 (21%) uses a post office at least weekly. 2 in 3 (67%) consumers 
in rural areas use a post office once a month or more (compared to 57% in 
urban areas). Consumers living in non-remote rural areas use post offices 
slightly more frequently than remote rural residents.   
 
Figure 1. Rural consumers use post offices more frequently  

 

Rural consumers visit most during core hours 
Despite a considerable increase in the hours many post offices are open, people 
overwhelmingly use post offices during traditional opening hours, both in terms 
of day (Monday to Saturday) and time (9am-5.30pm). As in urban areas, the vast 
majority of rural (89%) and remote rural (93%) consumers who use post offices 
visit during traditional opening times. Most people who visit outside traditional 
hours, visit just outside these times.   20

19  Citizens Advice, Consumer Use of Post Offices, 2017 
20  8am-9am or 5.30pm-7pm. 
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Remote residents have longest journey times 
Consumers in non-remote rural areas have very similar journey times to 
consumers in urban areas. But those in remote areas have longer journey times. 
Just over half (51%) of customers in rural areas and 45% of those in remote 
areas are within 5 minutes journey time of the post office they use most. Those 
in remote rural areas are significantly more likely (31%) to have a journey time of 
over 10 minutes (18% in rural or urban areas).  
 
Figure 2. Remote consumers have longest journey times 

  
 
Non-remote and urban consumer journey times are similar despite the greater 
distance travelled in rural areas, because consumers use different methods of 
transport. Driving is more than twice as common in remote (79%) compared 
with urban (35%) areas. Walking decreases with rurality - 64% of urban, 51% of 
rural and 18% of remote rural post office users travel to the post office on foot.  
 
Figure 3. Remote and rural consumers are more likely to drive
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3. Rural consumers use key services 
more 
 
Post offices provide consumers with a wide range of services including mail, 
banking and cash services, access to central government and council services 
and bill payments. Many of these services are available through a range of other 
channels as well as post offices.  
 

Postal services are used most 
Postal services are the most commonly used Post Office service in rural areas, as 
in urban areas. Almost all (99%) rural residents who visit post offices use them to 
access at least one postal service.   21

 
However, for key postal services a slightly higher proportion of rural consumers 
than urban consumers are using post offices. Urban residents are more likely to 
use non-post office outlets for mail services. Alternative outlets, such as 
supermarkets selling stamps and parcelshops like CollectPlus, tend to be more 
accessible in urban areas.  
 
80% of all remote rural consumers, 72% of rural consumers and 70% of urban 
consumers buy stamps or pay for letter postage at a post office. This difference 
is partly because the rural population is older, and older people send more letter 
post than younger people, regardless of where they live.  
 
Rural residents are also more likely than urban residents to send parcels and 
use premium mail services (Signed For and Special Delivery) at post offices. 
 
Figure 4. Remote and rural consumers use key mail services most 

 
Similar proportions of rural (40%), remote rural (38%) and urban (38%) 
consumers use post offices to return mail order or internet shopping items. But 
fewer rural residents than urban residents need to collect mail orders that have 
not been delivered to them at home/work in general. And a correspondingly 

21  Postal services: sending 1st or 2nd class letters, stamps, Special Delivery, Signed For, 
international letters, parcels, mail order returns and collections.  
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lower proportion of all rural (19%) and remote residents (15%) collect mail order 
items at post offices.   22

 

Banking services are used more in rural areas 
Post offices are used significantly more for cash and banking in rural areas, than 
in urban areas. In rural areas nearly 1 in 4 (24%) consumers withdraw cash from 
their bank account at a post office. In urban areas 1 in 5 (19%) do so. The more 
remote consumers are, the more likely they are to withdraw cash from post 
offices weekly, as shown in figure 5 below.   
 
An increasing number of high street banks now offer a broader range of banking 
services through post offices, and this provision is likely to become more 
important as rural bank branches continue to close.  
 
Figure 5. Frequency of cash withdrawals increases with rurality 

 
 
Other banking services at post offices are also used more by rural than by urban 
residents. 6% of all rural and remote rural residents deposit cheques at post 
offices (compared with 2% of urban residents). 4% of rural residents and 5% of 
those in remote areas use a post office to deposit cash (3% in urban areas). 
 
Figure 6. Rural consumers make more use of banking services  

Post Office service  Urban   Rural* 

Cash withdrawal from bank acct  19%  24% 

Cheque deposit  2%  6% 

Cash deposit  3%  5% 
* Rural = rural and remote rural  
 

22  21% of urban residents collect undelivered mail order items at post offices.  
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A considerable proportion of consumers who say they collect their state benefits 
and pension payments in cash, use a post office.  This Post Office service is 23

used far more extensively by rural residents than urban residents. Over 1 in 3 
people (36%) in rural areas who collect their payments in cash use a post office 
counter, but in urban areas only 1 in 5 (21%) do so.   
 
Foreign currency exchange services at post offices are used by nearly 1 in 4 
(24%) rural consumers, slightly more than the 22% in urban areas.  
 

Rural and urban consumers use application and 
payment services in similar ways  
Post offices offer access to a range of application services, including government 
forms, applications for passports and licences and identity checking services. 
Consumers can also pay utility bills and access some local council services, 
mainly payment services, at post offices. For the majority of application and 
payment services, rural residents use post offices in similar ways to urban 
residents. 
 
Around half of all consumers make use of the Post Office’s passport application 
form checking service, Passport Check and Send - 46% in rural areas and 42% in 
remote areas. In urban areas slightly more consumers (49%) use Passport Check 
and Send. The service is only available in larger post offices, which tend to be 
based in urban areas.  
 
Only 6% of rural residents use a post office for identity checking services, for 
example when applying for a mortgage, new job or Home Office Biometric 
Residence permit. In urban areas this rises to 9%, which may reflect the higher 
usage of these services among under 45s and Black, Asian and minority ethnic 
consumers who are more likely to be urban residents.  
 
More rural residents than urban residents pay their vehicle tax at a post office. 
Almost 1 in 4 rural (23%) and remote rural residents (24%) who pay vehicle tax, 
pay at a post office.  In contrast only 1 in 5 (19%) urban residents do so.  24

There is little or no difference in the proportions of rural and urban consumers 
using post offices to pick up government forms  (48% of rural consumers), 25

access council services  (5% rural) or pay utility bills (3% rural consumers). 26

 

23  Only 4% of rural consumers say they withdraw their state benefits or pensions in cash at a 
post office counter. The majority of people who report withdrawing benefits or state pensions in 
cash use a bank account or bank ATM. The low figure may also be due to people viewing these 
payments as general money in a bank account, rather than specifically as a pension or benefit 
payment.  
24  17% of all rural consumers pay for vehicle tax at a post office.  
25  For example, application forms for passports, driving licences or fishing rod licences. 
26  For example, paying for rent, council tax or parking fines; payments to consumers; obtaining 
transport passes. 
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4.  Rural consumers use retail and 
community services 
 
Consumers say they find it useful to be able to access postal and other Post 
Office services in the same place. People living in rural or remote rural areas are 
significantly more likely to say that this is very useful - 59% in remote rural and 
55% in rural areas, compared with 46% in urban areas.  
 

Rural consumers buy retail goods at post offices 
The majority of rural consumers use a post office located within other premises. 
6 in 10 rural (64%) and remote rural (60%) residents use post offices co-located 
or based in the premises of another retailer or enterprise, most commonly a 
convenience store.  54% of urban residents say they use a co-located post 27

office.  
 
The co-location of post offices within retail outlets enables many consumers to 
buy retail goods in the same premises. This service is particularly well-used in 
rural areas, reflecting both the greater number of rural post offices based in 
retail outlets and the lower provision of alternative retailers. Almost 7 in 10 rural 
consumers purchase non-Post Office retail goods at post offices such as 
stationery and cards, groceries, household goods, newspapers and fresh food.  
 
Figure 7. Retail goods purchasing increases with rurality 
 

 
 

Many rural residents use the community services 
As well as offering Post Office and retail services, post offices often play a role in 
providing more informal and social services (‘community services’). These 
services are more heavily used in rural areas, and most of all in remote 
communities.  
 

27  Consumers also use post offices based in supermarkets. And less commonly in community 
centres, chemists, petrol stations, private houses and stationery/book shops.  
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Overall, 44% of rural post office customers use a post office for at least 1 
community service, compared with 33% of urban customers. Post office 
community services include community information; help and advice; and the 
provision of a focal point for meeting other local residents.   
 
Community services used by post office customers: 

● Information about events and local services: 30% remote, 27% rural, 17% 
urban 

● Place to meet friends and local residents: 31% remote, 26% rural, 16% 
urban 

● Help and advice, such as informal assistance with services, help with state 
benefits, reading official letters, form filling: 15% remote, 19% rural, 18% 
urban  

 
1 in 5 post office customers in rural (21%)  and remote (22%) areas say they 
would lose contact with neighbours or friends without their post office.  
 
Figure 8. Rural customers make significant use of community services  28

 
 

Rural residents are more likely to rate the Post 
Office as very important 
Consumer views of the Post Office are overwhelmingly positive in both urban 
and rural areas. Almost all (97%) rural and urban of consumers in rural areas say 
the Post Office is ‘trustworthy’. Over 9 in 10 see the Post Office as an ‘official 
service in the community’ (93% in rural and 94% in remote areas). 
 
People in rural and remote areas are also much more likely than those in urban 
areas to describe the Post Office as ‘very’ or ‘extremely important’ to them. 60% 
of remote rural residents, 55% of rural residents and 47% of urban residents say 
this.  

28  Aggregate figures for rural and remote rural customers 
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Figure 9. Post offices are more important to rural and remote consumers 

 
Perceived importance also increases with age, amongst those whose mobility is 
limited and amongst people who are digitally excluded.  
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5.  Rural small businesses use post 
offices more 
 

Rural small businesses are an important part of the UK’s economy. For example, 
in England there are 2.4 million small businesses in rural areas, and 20% of all 
enterprises with fewer than 50 employees are rural.   29

 
The profile of rural small businesses is very different to those based in urban 
areas. On average, businesses in rural areas are smaller. There are also more 
small businesses per head of population in rural areas. In this report small 
businesses include businesses with up to 50 employees.  
 

Rural businesses use post offices more than 
urban businesses  
Rural small businesses are slightly more likely to use post offices than urban 
businesses, and they use them more frequently. 95% of rural small businesses 
ever use post offices, compared with 93% of those based in urban areas.  
 
39% of all rural small businesses use a post office at least weekly (compared 
with 33% in urban areas). 74% of rural small businesses use a post office at least 
monthly (65% in urban areas).  
 

Rural businesses use mail and cash services most  
Rural small businesses make more use of 
the key Post Office services. Over 1 in 3 
(36%) rural businesses use postal services at 
post offices at least weekly, compared with 1 
in 4 (24%) urban businesses.  
 
Rural small businesses are more likely than 
urban businesses to use a post office to pay 
for stamps or letter post.  They are also 30

more likely to post letters/documents and 
parcels at a post office, and to use mail 
order return services.  31

  

29 
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/641459/Businesses_Au
gust_2017_Digest.pdf 
30  Pay for letter post: 76% remote small businesses, 73% rural, 71% urban.  
31  Post letters and documents: 32% remote, 35% rural, 22% urban. Post parcels: 49% remote, 
46% rural, 42% urban. Mail order returns: 22% all rural, 16% urban.  

14 

http://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/641459/Businesses_August_2017_Digest.pdf
http://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/641459/Businesses_August_2017_Digest.pdf


 

Small businesses in rural areas are almost twice as likely those in urban areas to 
use day-to-day banking services at post offices. 11% of rural businesses 
withdraw cash for their business from a post office, compared with 6% of urban 
businesses.  
 
A small proportion of small businesses use post offices for less formal services. 
Again, this is more common in rural and remote areas, where 6% of rural and 
10% of remote rural small businesses use a post office for advertising their 
business or services (3% in urban areas). Similarly, 4% of rural and 6% of remote 
businesses use the post office for informal networking.  
 
3 in 4 (75%) of all small businesses find it useful to be able to access mail and 
other Post Office services in the same place. Businesses in rural areas are most 
likely to say this is very useful - 54% in rural areas and 48% in remote areas.  
 

Businesses with shorter travel times use post 
offices more frequently  
Small businesses are less likely than consumers to visit outside the 9am-5.30pm 
core opening times. However, 15% of small businesses in remote areas say that 
they use a post office between 5.30pm-7pm, a much higher proportion than the 
5% that do this in urban and rural areas.  
 
As for consumers, there is a sharp contrast in post office travel times for those in 
remote areas compared with those in urban or non-remote rural locations. 32% 
of small businesses in remote areas have a travel time greater than 10 minutes 
(13% in rural and urban areas). Small businesses with shorter travel times use 
post offices more frequently than those with longer travel times.  
 

Business costs would rise without local post 
offices  
If their local post office was not available, most small businesses say they would 
use another post office rather than another outlet or methods to access similar 
services. 71% of rural and 82% of remote small businesses would use another 
post office (65% in urban areas).  
 
The negative impacts predicted by small businesses if their post office was not 
available, increases with rurality. This is particularly striking for costs. 76% of 
rural and 80% of remote rural small businesses anticipate higher costs to access 
services, compared with 55% of small businesses in urban areas. Over 8 in 10 
rural small businesses (85% rural, 86% remote) say it would take them more 
time to access services, compared with 77% in urban areas. 
 
87% of all rural small businesses expect they will be using use post offices as 
much as they do now, or more often, in 2 years’ time. 
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6.  People visit less now and use 
services differently 
 
There have been significant changes to how post offices are used. We have 
compared results from our 2017 survey with equivalent results from a 2005 
survey to show changes over time, both for frequency of visits and the range of 
services consumers use.  
 

People use post offices less than a decade ago  
Previous research indicates that a decade ago, people used rural post offices far 
more often than they do now.  We found that in 2017, 31% of rural consumers 32

used a post office at least weekly and this compares with 56% in 2005.   
 
However, asking people about use now compared with 2 years ago suggests that 
use of post offices is rising among consumers, especially in rural and remote 
areas. A clear majority of consumers in rural (68%) and remote (69%) areas 
report using post offices about the same amount as 2 years ago. But there is a 
stronger net increase in the number of consumers using post offices more often 
in rural and remote areas than in urban areas. A greater number of rural 
consumers say they are using post offices more frequently than say they are 
using them less. 
 
Most rural (68%) and remote (81%) small businesses say they are using post 
offices about the same amount as they did 2 years ago. Although there is a net 
increase in the number of rural small businesses using post offices more often 
and no change in remote areas.  
 
Figure 10. Mixed net change in frequency of post office use compared with 
2 years ago 

  Urban  Rural   Remote rural 

Consumers  +3%  +6%  +6% 

Small businesses  -5%  +6%  0% 

 

The types of services people use have changed   
Over the last decade there have been considerable changes in the ways rural 
consumers use Post Office services. They use some more, such as sending 
parcels, cash withdrawals from bank accounts, currency exchange and passport 
application and checking. But others are used less, such as letter post, pension 

32  ERM/MORI, The Future of the UK’s Rural and Deprived Urban Post Office Network, 2006 
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and benefit withdrawal and paying for vehicle tax.  
 
In 2005, 91% of rural consumers bought stamps or paid for letter post (letters, 
cards, documents etc) at a post office. But in 2017 this had fallen to 75% of rural 
consumers. Parcel sending by rural consumers has increased from 61% to 66% 
over the same period.  
 
The number of rural residents paying for vehicle tax at post offices has fallen 
dramatically from half (51%) to fewer than 2 in 10 (17%) over the same period. 
The majority now pay online as they find it quicker and more convenient.  
 
The proportion of rural residents who say they withdraw their state pensions 
and benefits in cash at a post office has also decreased significantly. In 2005 
almost a quarter (23%) of the rural population used a post office to withdraw 
pensions and benefits, but by 2017 this has dropped to 6%. The majority of 
people who withdraw their state pensions and benefits in cash now use a bank 
counter or bank ATM.  
 
However, the proportion of rural residents using post offices for other banking 
transactions has increased. Foreign currency transactions were used by 18% of 
rural consumers in 2005 to 24% in 2017. Withdrawing cash from a bank account 
has risen from 16% to 24%. 
 
Figure 11. Services used by rural consumers changed between 2005-2017  33

 

 

Travel times have not changed 
Over the last decade, travel times to post offices have hardly changed for rural 
consumers. In 2017, post offices were within a 5 minute journey for 47% of rural 
and remote residents (49% in 2005). However, there has been a slight fall in the 
proportions of rural residents getting to their post office on foot (40% of all rural 
post office users in 2017, 44% in 2005). There has been an increase in the 
proportions of rural residents driving (57% in 2017, 48% in 2005).  34

   

33  ERM/MORI, The Future of the UK’s Rural and Deprived Urban Post Office Network, 2006 
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People expect frequency of use to stay the same 
Most rural consumers and small businesses believe there will be little change to 
how often they use post offices in the near future. 
 
4 in 5 consumers in rural (80%) and remote rural (81%) believe in 2 years’ time 
they will use post offices the same amount as they do now. There is a mixed 
picture about future predicted use among the remaining 1 in 5 consumers, with 
some saying they will use post offices more and some less. Overall, 9 in 10 (89%) 
rural consumers anticipate they will be visiting post offices as much or more 
frequently in 2 years’ time.  
 

Consumers say costs, travel time and dependency 
would rise without local post office  
If their local post office was not available, a majority of consumers say that they 
would use an alternative branch for the services they currently use at their local 
post office. People living in rural (64%) and remote (58%) areas are more likely to 
say they would do this than those living in urban (54%) areas.  
 
Around 1 in 5 rural consumers (21% in rural and 19% in remote areas) say they 
would use an online alternative (compared with 24% of urban consumers). A 
smaller proportion of rural consumers say they would use another local retailer 
(15% in rural and 19% in remote areas).  
 
Rural residents are more likely to anticipate a negative impact than urban 
residents. The difference is particularly striking for the 7 in 10 (71%) of those in 
rural or remote areas who say it would cost them more to access services, 
compared with 6 in 10 (58%) in urban areas.  
 
Over 8 in 10 consumers say it would take more time for them to access services 
(87% in rural and 83% in remote areas). In addition, more than 4 in 10 rural 
consumers (46% rural and 43% remote residents) say if their local post office 
was not available, they would be more dependent on others to access services.  
 
Figure 12. Rural and remote consumers expect most negative impact if 
their post office were unavailable 
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Conclusion 
 
Almost all rural consumers and small businesses use post offices, and they visit 
them more than people in urban areas. Rural residents particularly value the 
wide range of services provided under one roof.  
 
Some of the differences in use between rural and urban areas may be because 
there are fewer alternative providers in the countryside, and a few differences 
are because the rural population is older.  
 
Many Post Office services are used significantly more by the rural population. 
Mail remains the most accessed service. Its use increases with rurality and 
remote residents are using mail services most of all. Post Office banking services 
are also accessed more by rural consumers and small businesses than by those 
in urban areas.  
 
Rural residents make a proportionately greater use of other key Post Office 
services including pension or benefit withdrawals, vehicle tax payments and the 
more informal community services. In addition, rural residents tend to buy more 
retail goods, such as groceries, at post offices.  
 
Compared with 10 years ago, fewer rural residents now pay for letter post, 
withdraw benefits in cash or buy vehicle tax at a post office. But more use post 
offices to send parcels, withdraw cash from bank accounts and get passport 
applications checked.  
 
The vast majority of rural consumers and businesses say they expect to be using 
a post office just as much or more in 2 years’ time. If their local post office was 
not available, rural residents and businesses anticipate a more negative impact 
than those in urban areas. Most say they would visit another branch, which 
would cost them more in time and money. A considerable minority say they 
would become more dependent on others or lose contact with neighbours and 
friends.  
 
This research highlights the importance of rural post offices to both consumers 
and small businesses, and the wide range of locally based services the network 
provides. It is vital that the government and Post Office Ltd continue to maintain 
the number of rural post offices and ensure its broad offer is retained.  
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Appendix - research method 
 

Unless otherwise referenced, the figures quoted in this report are from a 
research study undertaken by Accent for Citizens Advice, Use of Essential 
Services Traditionally Provided at Post Offices (June 2017).   
 
A total of 2,000 telephone interviews were undertaken with a representative 
sample of consumers and 1,000 interviews with small businesses (fewer than 50 
employees). Over 800 consumers and 250 businesses were based in rural areas. 
 
The sample was representative of the consumer population, including in terms 
of rural versus urban dwelling. Remote rural areas were oversampled to provide 
a more robust sample size of people in those areas. Data was weighted to 
correct for any imbalances in the sample and to ensure the final total was 
representative.  
 
Consumers and small businesses were based in Great Britain and interviews 
took place between 14 January and 12 March 2017. The original findings and a 
summary report are available on our website.  35

 
The original research was undertaken by Accent in accordance with the market, 
opinion and social research international quality standard ISO 20252:2012. 
Additional analysis was conducted by Citizens Advice. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
35  https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/about-us/policy/post-policy-research/ 
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We help people  
find a way forward 
 

Citizens Advice provides free,  
confidential and independent advice  
to help people overcome their problems.  

We advocate for our clients and consumers  
on the issues that matter to them. 

We value diversity, champion equality  
and challenge discrimination.  

We're here for everyone. 
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